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Non-American Indian settlement of the southern Blue Mountains began with the discovery of gold in 

drainages of the John Day River in 1862. Within a few short years miners of many nationalities, as well 

as entrepreneurs of many kinds eager to share their wealth, flooded into the area. As the decades 

passed new and more intensive mining technologies were brought into the area in order to extract the 

dwindling gold deposits (Figures 1-3). The last extensive commercial placer mining enterprises were 

large dredges which operated on several stretches of the river as late as the 1950s. Today on the 

Malheur National Forest, primarily on the upper drainages of the Middle Fork John Day River, extensive 

remnants of this complex mining legacy can be found. These include ditches, holding ponds, tailings, 

waste rock piles, trails, roads, shafts, adits, test pits, water pipe, stamp mills, cabins, tent platforms, 

dumps and mining equipment. In many cases the more recent mining episodes have destroyed most 

traces of the earlier mining activity. A major challenge for the Heritage Program on the Malheur is 

sorting out the overlapping evidence from various time periods and technological processes represented 

in the archaeological record.  

 

 

Figure 1 Initial placer mining used the gold pan (lower right) and sluice box often used by individuals or small groups of 
loosely affiliated miners. 
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Figure 2 Second phase of placer mining saw mining companies developing extensive hydraulic mining systems often relying 
on Chinese expertise and labor. 

 

Figure 3 after 1900 mining companies used large dredges to harvest gold from alluvial flats along the John Day River and 
major tributaries. This dredge in Sumpter, Oregon operated until 1953 and can still be visited at the State park. 
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This brief overview describes some preliminary results from the test excavation and surface artifact 

identification at the Opium Cabin site in the Middle Fork John Day River drainage. Eight PIT volunteers 

worked with Malheur National Forest North Zone Heritage Program employees to identify surface 

artifacts and excavate 50x50cm shovel probes and 1x1 meter test units at site 06040300328. A total of 

320 hours were donated by PIT volunteers to the Malheur National Forest Heritage Program for this 

project.  

 

Previous Site Data:  

Site 06040300328 (AKA the Opium Cabin Site) was initially chosen for the test excavation project 

because it was significantly damaged by looters sometime after the summer of 2000 (Figure 4). The 

damage was identified and a preliminary archaeological damage assessment was completed in June of 

2013. Test excavation will help establish the extent of the damage and the amount of significant intact 

archaeological deposits remaining at the site. The artifacts and associated data collected from the site 

will be preserved in the advent that the site receives additional impacts in the future. The site was 

originally recorded in 1984 and was determined to be eligible for listing on the National Register of 

Historic places in the following year. During the original site documentation over 130 artifacts were 

found on the surface of the site. A number of the artifacts were diagnostic of Chinese occupation 

including celadon pottery fragments and opium cans, some with identifiable Chinese characters (Figures 
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5 and 6). Recorders also documented a ruined semi-subterranean cabin with one stone wall which is 

characteristic of Chinese mining cabins (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 4 Plan drawing of cabin remains from 1984 site record with seven looters pits identified by hatched symbols. 
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Figure 5 Chinese characters stamped into opium can lid, sketch from 1984 site record. 

 

Figure 6 Celadon bowl fragment, likely a rice bowl, with blue painted emblem on base, sketch from 1984 site record. 

 

Figure 7 Semi-subterranean cabin, photo from 1984 site record. 
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Figure 8 surface artifacts documented in 1984 including opium cans and solder patched metal, photo from 1984 site record. 

Based on the artifacts described in the 1984 site record and the 2013 damage assessment it appears 

that the site could date somewhere between 1870 and 1900. A Fragment of a Dr. Henley’s Grape Root 

Bitters bottle dates from 1868-1871. A Dixie Queen cut plug tobacco can dates to the 1880s. An 

embossed brass opium can lid dates to the 1890s. An early Grant County history reports that Chinese 

miners took over placer claims in the beginning of the 1870s and some continued to work the claims as 

late as the 1902 publication of the book. Artifacts recovered during the current PIT project may help 

refine the precise dates the Opium Cabin site was occupied.  

 

Figure 9 Tea pot found on surface during the 2014 PIT project. 
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Preliminary Results: 

Surface artifacts were located and documented. The cabin feature which was damaged by looting was 
overlain with a grid of 1 meter squares several of which were excavated to determine the range and 
integrity of subsurface deposits. Additional shovel probes and test units were excavated at features and 
artifact concentrations at other locations on the site. A significant number and range of artifacts were 
recovered which verifies that the site retains considerable scientific importance and remains eligible for 
listing on the National Register of Historic Properties in spite of the impacts from the looting. Several 
artifacts clearly associated with Chinese habitation were recovered which support the original 
assessment that this is a Chinese site. Additional opium can fragments were found including some with 
Chinese characters (Figures 10 and 11). One opium can had a surviving fragment of its paper label- 
pretty amazing after over a century exposed in the forest. An exciting artifact class recovered on the 
Malheur for the first time during this PIT project is the opium pipe bowl (Figure 12). Fragments of 
several pipe bowls recovered during the excavation include one with a Chinese maker’s stamp similar to 
those recovered in both Idaho and Australia (Figure 12-14). From left to right and top to bottom, they 
read Shui Dong ["Water East," probably a place] Long Qin [" ___ Zither," either a brand name or Gao's 
personal name] Gao Zuo ["Gao Made," the maker's name]. A piece of sheet metal, likely formed from a 
large cooking oil can, has a skillfully soldered patch covering a hole which is diagnostic of Chinese 
occupation in mining sites in Idaho (Figure 15). A small section of railroad rail may have been used as an 
anvil and provides additional evidence of metal working at the site (Figure 16). A heavily worn Chinese 
coin topped off the evidence of Chinese occupation of the site (Figure 17).   
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Figure 10 Opium can fragment 

 

 
Figure 11 Opium can fragment with stamp  
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Figure 12 Opium pipe bowl fragments including Chinese maker's stamp. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Left two images: Shui Dong opium pipe bowl, Boise area, Idaho Historical Society Collection, Right image: similar 
maker's stamp from Opium Cabin site. 

 

Figure 14 Example of an opium pipe with a bowl attached. 
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Figure 15 metal fragment with skillfully soldered patch 

 
Figure 16 Section of railroad rail which may have served as a metalworking anvil 
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Figure 17 Chinese coin 

With the new information collected from the Opium Cabin site with the help of our 2014 Passport In 

Time crew we can begin to speculate on the function of the site and how it fits in the broader historic 

landscape. The cabin itself is quite extensive. It may have been a habitation site for an individual or small 

group of miners but if so it appears to have stood out since no similar structures have been identified in 

the immediate area. If the Chinese workers were a team of laborers hired to develop the extensive 

water conveyence system surrounding the cabin it could be the home of the foreman in charge. This 

individual would have been better paid and may have invested in developing a few ammenities fitting 

his social status. The possible anvil made from a section of railrod rail and other evidence of metal 

working also suggest it may have a metal worker’s habitation site and workshop. This specific skill may 

have provided additional income and social status allowing the investment of a more extensive dwelling. 

Other workers may have lived nearby in simple tents or rudimentary wood strutures built on small 

cleared areas which leave little archaeological evidence.  

Alternatively the cabin may have served a more formal function for the group. It may have served as a 

group meeting place perhaps with a small Doaist shrine, supply store, metal shop and, most obviously, 

an opium den. It may have been a small, local version of the Kam Wah Chung which was more extensive 

since it served the larger Chinese community outside the Canyon City gold fields. Similar to the Kam 

Wah Chung it may have served as both a habitation for the propieter and community meeting place.  

How was the cabin related to the extensive network of ditches, earth dams, holding ponds and tailings 

which make up the historic landscape of the area? Do these features all date to the same time period? 

Were the Chinese not miners but workers hired by a mining company to create water conveyence 

features to concentrate scarce water to power hydraulic giants which were used by EuroAmerican 

miners along Davis Creek? Or was this a group of Chinese miners bringing water to their own less 

extensive sluice mining operation in the draw across the road immeadiately below the Opium Cabin 

site? We need more arcival research and more test excavations to help answer these questions…  

Ready to help? 
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Figure 18 Period illustration of Chinese miners in California 

 
Figure 19 Interior of Kam Wah Chung building in John Day. An amazing type collection to help identify Chinese artifacts. 

Thank You 2014 Passport In Time Volunteers! 
And to our partner- the Kam Wah Chung State Heritage Park and Curator Christy Sweet! 

See you at the next adventure! 

            

  


